Dear Committee Members,

I am confused as to what this hearing/information session is about. If it were regarding a bill, I would ask, which bill and would like to see the wording of said bill. Why was this brought up so fast and without much notice and on a holiday weekend? Being such an important issue to all of us, it would have been nice, to have had time to gather our thoughts and information regarding the topic.

The parents that are testifying here today have researched the topic of vaccines for a long time, some for well over a decade. If you have not done your due diligence to investigate the issue, I implore you to do so before making any hasty decisions. If you value justice, truth, science and your constituents then listen to what they have to say. It was unfortunate that the forum arranged by Josh Elliott to discuss the topic of vaccine science was canceled at the last minute. I was here to listen to Robert F Kennedy and would have been very interested to hear a debate with the Yale doctors. We need to have an open conversation and debate in public. We all want the same outcome for our children and ourselves, vibrant health, clear minds and a free society to live in. Instead of taking liberties away, why not try to understand one another and look for solutions to bridge the gap:

Have an open public debate with both sides represented.

You, the representatives have the ability to subpoena Dr. William Thompson and have him testify under oath. We all need to hear what he has to say.

I believe in informed consent and all the freedoms that come with being an American Citizen.

Sincerely,
Nancy Dean